These billet pieces bring UTV / ATV racing wheels to a new level of excellence. Keizer is now producing wheels for UTVs, ATV’s, Sand rails, TT flat track, Drag, and many other specialty off Road Racing applications. This champion of the scale outdoes all others with its strength to weight ratios. If its peak performance you need, it’s Keizer you seek.

All Keizer 3 piece centers are 6061 T8 forged and CNC machined. All wheel parts produced by Keizer are CNC spun to exact tolerances for optimum performance. Only high quality US grade materials are used in production. All Diameters, offsets and widths are available. Please call if you have any questions. **YOU NAME IT, WE GOT IT!**

**FULL LINE OF 8” - 15” RACING WHEELS - ALL SIZES AND OFFSETS**

**BE WIZER. BUY KEIZER**

KEIZERWHEELS.COM | 712-737-3053